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Abstract
This paper presents a novel computational approach for SIMP-based Topology Optimisation (TO) of
hyperelastic materials at large strains. During the TO process for structures subjected to very large
deformations, and especially in the presence of intermediate density regions, the standard Newton-
solver (or its arc length variant) have been reported not to converge (refer to References [15, 27, 33]).
In this paper, the new TO stabilisation technique proposed in [1] in the context of level-set TO, initially
devised to alleviate numerical instabilities inherent to level-set TO, is extended for the TO by means
of the SIMP method. The success of the methodology rests on the combination of two distinct key
ingredients. First, the nonlinear equilibrium equations of motion for intermediate TO design stages are
solved in a non-exact albeit consistent incrementally linearised fashion by splitting the design load into a
number of load increments. Second, the resulting linearised tangent elasticity tensor is locally stabilised
(regularised) in order to prevent its loss of positive definiteness and, thus, avoid the loss of convexity
of the discrete tangent operator. This solution strategy is shown to be extremely robust in the context
of density-based TO, where the constitutive law of the underlying evolving solid structure is a mixture
of solid and void constituents, the latter classically defined by means of a fictitious strain energy. The
robustness and applicability of this TO methodological approach are thoroughly demonstrated through
an ample spectrum of challenging numerical examples, ranging from benchmark two-dimensional (plane
stress) examples to larger scale three-dimensional applications. Crucially, the performance of all the
final designs has been tested at a post-processing stage without adding any source of artificial stiffness.
Specifically, an arc-length Newton-Raphson method has been employed in conjunction with a ratio of
the material parameters for void and solid regions of 10−12.
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1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Bendsøe and Kikuchi [2], the scientific field of structural Topology
Optimisation (TO) has been extraordinarily prolific. According to Sigmund and Maute [3], TO methods
can be broadly classified into: density-based methods, with the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalisation
(SIMP) method as their maximum representative [4, 5], level-set methods [6, 7], phase-field methods
[8], topological derivative methods [9] and evolutionary methods [10].
Despite the maturity and success of structural TO methods in the linear (small displacements and
strains) elastic regime, this is not the case when applied to hyperelastic structures undergoing large
displacements and/or strains. In these scenarios, the inevitable development of geometric non-linearities
leads to the onset of numerical instabilities which can seriously hinder the robustness of TO methods.
Specifically, (i) the loss of convexity of the invariant-based representation of the strain energy, which
ultimately yields loss of positive definiteness of the tangent operator and (ii) the presence of low and
intermediate density regions (in the case of the SIMP method [11]) or the nucleation process that
occurs when initiating the algorithm from a generic seed (in the case of the level-set method [12]). The
combination of above two factors poses a serious limitation to the robust application of well-established
nonlinear solution techniques, such as the arc-length method [13], despite the latter being originally
designed to surpass limit points and track snap-through and snap-back equilibrium path types.
In the SIMP method, the (hyperelastic) strain energy density of the material consists of a convex
combination of the strain energy density of the solid and void phases [14, 15]. In the limit case, when
the design density field tends to one (or zero), the convex energy combination degenerates to the energy
of the solid (or void) phase. Intermediate density regions (therefore consisting of a mixture of both
phases) are reported to be the most prone to exhibit instabilities [11, 16]. The underlying reason lies
in the physical constraints that the strain energy density of the solid phase must comply with which,
unavoidably, degrades the stability of the tangent operator of the intermediate density regions.
The energy density of the solid phase must represent a physically and mathematically admissible
constitutive law (in contrast to that of the fictitious void phase). As an example, the strain energy
density must be objective or frame indifferent [13] and, moreover, if the material is isotropic, the Rivlin-
Ericksen representation theorem establishes that the strain energy density must be expressed in terms
of the invariants of the deformation gradient tensor F , its cofactor H or its Jacobian J [17, 18]. Further
convexity-type restrictions must also be incorporated into the strain energy of the solid phase to ensure
that the equilibrium equations are well-posed and that their numerical (i.e. Finite Element) solution is
devoid from parasitic mesh dependence and strongly localised deformations [19]. Although one might
be tempted to employ a convex (in F ) strain energy density for the solid phase, in order to circumvent
altogether the stability issues previously mentioned, this would not only prevent the capturing of physical
(realistic) buckling phenomena but it would also violate the principle of material frame indifference [18].
As a result, the so-called rank-one (or ellipticity) local condition is typically preferred [19–21]. With this
in mind, a sufficient condition which guarantees the rank-one convexity condition and further physical
requirements (material frame indifference, possibility of capturing buckling . . .) is that of polyconvexity
[20, 22], which requires the strain energy functional to be written as a convex multi-variable function of
{F ,H , J}.
Several authors have ventured in the field of structural TO at large displacements/strains by using
either polyconvex constitutive models or the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model4 [12, 15, 24–32], where some
4The Saint Venant Kirchhoff model is non-elliptic and hence it is not recommended except for materials experiencing
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strategies have been put forward to overcome some of the instabilities associated with intermediate
density regions. For instance, the additive hyperelasticity technique presented in [33]; the combination
of a polyconvex strain energy density in conjunction with an ad-hoc relaxation introduced in [27] to
stabilise those excessively distorted elements of an underlying Finite Element mesh, or an original
interpolation scheme for the strain energy density as proposed in [15]. We also mention the very recent
work [34] on the optimal design of hyperelastic structures in the context of thermoelasticity.
Very recently, some of the authors of this manuscript have put forward in [1] a novel computational
approach for the level-set based TO of hyperelastic materials at large strains. The regularisation tech-
nique proposed therein combines two key features: (i) the relaxed (non-exact) solution of the equilibrium
equations in a consistently linearised incremental fashion and (ii) the localised regularisation of the elas-
ticity tensor preventing its loss of positive definiteness and, hence, that of the tangent operator. Inspired
by the success of this approach, we explore in this paper this novel methodology and carefully adapt
it in the context of SIMP-based TO, where the source of numerical instabilities is of a very different
nature.
It is important to make a clarifying remark regarding the possible choice of objective function in the
context of non-linear elasticity. It is well-known that in the context of linearised elasticity, maximizing
stiffness is equivalent to minimizing the end-compliance (or virtual work of the external loads). In fact,
in this context, end-compliance minimisation is also equivalent to minimising the strain energy or its
complementary one. This equivalence does not extend to the non-linear regime. In fact, as reported
by [30, 32], the end-compliance might not be the best measure to characterise stiffness in this regime,
and instead, they advocate for the minimisation of the complementary work. However, the scope of
this paper is not on the suitability of the objective function in order to characterise the stiffness of the
structure, but rather, on presenting a new methodology that can address the numerical difficulties in
TO by means of the SIMP method, which manifest regardless of the choice of objective function.
The paper is organised in the following Sections: Section 2 briefly recalls some fundamentals of
Nonlinear Solid Mechanics. Section 3 describes succinctly the minimisation setting typically used in
nonlinear hyperelasticity. Section 4 presents the incrementally linearised regularised TO methodology
and puts forward two new TO solution strategies. Finally, Section 5 shows a series of numerical examples
in order to illustrate the robustness and applicability of the methodology. Section 6 provides some
concluding remarks.
2. 3D Nonlinear continuum mechanics
2.1. Kinematics
Let us consider the motion of a continuum with reference or material configuration Ω0 ⊂ Rd (d =
{2, 3}) and boundary ∂Ω0 with outward unit normal N . After the motion, the continuum occupies a
deformed or spatial configuration Ω ⊂ Rd and boundary ∂Ω with outward unit normal n (see Figure
1). A mapping φ links a material particle from the reference configuration X ∈ Ω0 to the deformed
configuration x ∈ Ω according to x = φ (X) = X + u (X), with u the displacement field. Associated
with φ, it is possible to define the two-point5 deformation gradient tensor F as




very moderate strains [23].
5Lowercase (uppercase) indices are used to refer to the spatial (material) configuration.
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where ∇0 (•) = ∂(•)∂X represents the material gradient operator and I the second-order identity tensor.
For completeness, it is also useful to introduce two additional kinematic measures, namely the co-factor
H and the Jacobian J of the deformation, defined as
J = detF ; H = JF−T . (2)
Figure 1: Strain measures in 3D: the deformation gradient tensor F , its co-factor H and its Jacobian J .




F F ; J =
1
3
H : F , (3)
where the tensor cross product operation between two second-order tensors A ∈ R3×3 and B ∈ R3×3
reads as (A B)iI = EijkEIJKAjJBkK and Eijk (EIJK) represents the third order alternating tensor.
2.2. Governing equations in nonlinear continuum mechanics
The partial differential equations and associated boundary conditions governing the motion of the
continuum Ω0 described in Section 2.1 can be written under a Lagrangian formalism as
DIVP + f 0 = 0; in Ω0;
PN = t0; on ∂NΩ0;
φ = φ̄; on ∂φΩ0,
(4)
where (4)a represents the classical equilibrium equations, f 0 denotes the body force per unit undeformed
volume Ω0 and t0 the traction force per unit undeformed area applied on the Neumann boundary
∂NΩ0 ⊂ ∂Ω0. Furthermore, ∂φΩ0 represents the portion of the boundary ∂Ω0 where Dirichlet boundary
conditions are applied on φ, with ∂NΩ0 ∪ ∂φΩ0 = ∂Ω0 and ∂NΩ0 ∩ ∂φΩ0 = ∅. In addition, P represents
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the local conservation of angular momentum leads to the well-







In order to close the system of equilibrium (state) equations in (4), a constitutive law relating the
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P and the deformation gradient tensor ∇0φ is needed. In the case
of reversible elasticity, this is achieved through the introduction of a strain energy density e per unit
undeformed volume typically written as e = e(X,∇0φ). We consider in this work polyconvex strain
energy density functionals of the form [20]
e(X,∇0φ) = W (X,V) ; V = {F ,H , J}, (5)
where W is a convex function with respect to the extended set V of kinematic measures. Notice that
the dependence of e (and W ) in (5) with respect to the material position X indicates that the material
properties can potentially vary with the material position. In the simpler case where the material
parameters are not spatially dependant (i.e. e = e(∇0φ)), a commonly used polyconvex constitutive
law is given by the so-called Mooney-Rivlin model, defined as









(J − 1)2−(µ1 + 2µ2) ln(J)−
3
2
(µ1 + µ2) , (6)
with IIA = A : A = AiIAiI and where the material parameters µ1, µ2, λ are related to the Youngs
modulus E and Poisson ratio ν as
µ1 + µ2 =
E
2 (1 + ν)
; λ− 2(µ1 + µ2) =
Eν
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
. (7)
Through the use of the directional derivatives of the strain energy density with respect to virtual
and incremental variations of the mapping φ (δφ and ∆φ, respectively) [13], the first Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor P and the fourth order elasticity tensor C are obtained as
P = ∂∇0φe(X,∇0φ); C = ∂2∇0φ∇0φe(X,∇0φ). (8)
Remark 1. Alternative expressions for the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor P and the elasticity tensor
C can be obtained when considering the extended representation of the strain energy density, namely
W (X,V) (or W (V) for a homogeneous material). Indeed, as shown in Bonet et al. [23, 35], the stress
tensor P can also be expressed as
P = ∂FW + ∂HW F + ∂JWH , (9)
and the elasticity tensor C as
C = ∂2FFW + F ∂2HHW F + ∂2JJWH ⊗H + ∂2FHW F + F ∂2HFW
+ ∂2FJW ⊗H +H ⊗ ∂2JFW + F ∂2HJW ⊗H +H ⊗ ∂2JHW F
+ I (∂HW + ∂JWF ) ,
(10)
with
[I]iIjJ = δijδiJ ; [A A]iIjJ = AiIpPEjpqEJPQAqQ; [A A]iIjJ = EipqEIPQApPAqQjJ , (11)
for any A ∈ R3×3×3×3 and A ∈ R3×3 and δij denotes the ij-th component of the Kronecker delta tensor.
The reader is referred to Ortigosa et al. [23] for a detailed derivation of C in (10).
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3. Minimum structural compliance via SIMP approach
In this work, we seek to obtain the optimum design of a structure via minimisation of its end-
compliance J for a given load configuration, subjected to a prescribed volume fraction constraint c.




f 0 · φ dV +
∫
∂NΩ0
t0 · φ dA, (12)
with f 0 and t0 defined in (4) and where the mapping φ (1) is restricted to the satisfaction of the (state)
equilibrium equations (4) complemented by a given constitutive law. As it is usual in this kind of
problems, φ implicitly depends on the density parameter through the constitutive law. In our case, the
constitutive law is defined through a strain energy density formulated as a convex combination of solid
and void regions as
e(X,∇0φ) = eχ(χ(X),∇0φ) := χ(X)esolid(∇0φ) + [1− χ(X)]evoid (∇0φ) , (13)
where the design discrete field χ(X) ∈ {0, 1} represents a discrete scalar field (i.e. characteristic
function) introduced in order to differentiate solid from void regions. The strain energy density of the
solid region esolid can be defined through a polyconvex strain energy density as in (6), whilst the void
region is typically [11] represented via a strain energy density evoid formulated as
evoid(∇0φ) := εelin(∇0φ); elin(∇0φ) :=
1
2
(∇0φ− I) : C|0 : (∇0φ− I) , (14)
where ε is a dimensionless coefficient typically of the order of 10−6 to 10−5 and C|0 is a fourth order
linear elasticity tensor (normally obtained from evaluating the elasticity tensor of the solid region in
the origin, i.e. ∇0φ = I). Notice that, provided that esolid is polyconvex, since evoid is convex, the
resulting interpolated energy e (13) is also polyconvex. The optimisation problem is closed through the




χ(X) dV − c|Ω0| ≤ 0, (15)
where c is the volume fraction and |Ω0| the total volume of the background optimisation domain.
Unfortunately, a characteristic function-type formulation of the problem is not feasible because of its
prohibitively high computational cost. Instead, the characteristic function χ(X) (with discrete values
{0, 1}) is replaced by an alternative design density field ρ(X) taking values within the continuous interval
[0, 1]. Furthermore, in order to minimise the presence of grey6 values, we advocate in this paper for the
use of the well-known Solid Isotropic Material with Penalisation (SIMP) method (see [14] and references
therein). Furthermore, with the aim of circumventing mesh-dependence and chequerboard modes, we
use a well-established filtering technique [11], which can be mathematically stated as the convolution
product





)K(||X −X ′||) dV, X,X ′ ∈ Ω0, (16)
6It is customary to associate the colour black with densities ρ = 1 and the colour white with ρ = 0. Intermediate values
of ρ(X) are described by means of a grey scale.
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where K is the so-called convolution kernel and ρ̃(X) is referred to as the filtered density field. An
example of K is that corresponding to the cone filter K(r) = max{0, 1− r/R}, with R the filter radius.
In addition, with the aim of reducing the appearance of intermediate densities, we use the classical
smoothed Heaviside projection function proposed in [37]
ρ̂(X) =
tanh(βη) + tanh(β(ρ̃(X)− η))
tanh(βη) + tanh(β(1− η))
, (17)
where ρ̂(X) is known as the physical density field and β and η are parameters carefully selected and up-
dated throughout the optimisation process (for further details refer to [37]). Eventually, the interpolated
strain energy density in (13) is replaced with
e(X,∇0φ) = eSIMP(ρ̂(X),∇0φ) := (ρ̂(X))p esolid(∇0φ) + [1− (ρ̂(X))p]evoid (∇0φ) , (18)
where the coefficient p denotes a carefully selected integer number. In the case of linear elasticity, p
usually takes a value of 3, as this ensures that the resulting interpolated elastic constants lie always
within the Hashin-Strikman bounds [38]. To the best of authors’ knowledge, analogous physical bounds
for the case of nonlinear elasticity are not known and, hence, we will use p = 3 in what follows. Finally,
the volume constraint gΩ0(χ) (15) is consistently replaced with gΩ0(ρ̂).
The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P associated with the strain energy density in (18) can be
derived according to (8) as
P (ρ̂(X),∇0φ) = ∂∇0φeSIMP(ρ̂(X),∇0φ) = (ρ̂(X))
pP solid(∇0φ) + [1− (ρ̂(X))p]P void(∇0φ), (19)
with
P solid(∇0φ) = ∂∇0φesolid(∇0φ); P void(∇0φ) = ∂∇0φevoid(∇0φ) = εC0 : (∇0φ− I) , (20)
and, analogously, the fourth order elasticity tensor C can be written (8) as
C(ρ̂(X),∇0φ) = ∂2∇0φ∇0φe




solid(∇0φ); Cvoid(∇0φ) = ∂2∇0φ∇0φe
void(∇0φ) = εC0. (22)









State equations (1), (4);
Constitutive model (18);
Volume constraint gΩ0(ρ̂) (15);
0 ≤ ρ(X) ≤ 1.
(23)
3.1. The optimisation Lagrangian L: stationary conditions and descent direction
Associated with the minimisation problem (23), the following Lagrangian functional L is defined




∇0p : P (ρ̂(ρ(X)),∇0φ) dV +
∫
Ω0
f 0 · p dV +
∫
∂NΩ0
t0 · p dA,
(24)
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where Π(ρ,φ,p) represents the weak form of the equilibrium equations (4), p is the so-called adjoint
state. Although not explicitly shown in the Lagrangian functional (24), the volume constraint gΩ0(ρ̂)
in (15) is enforced by means of the MMA method [39]. The directional derivative of the Lagrangian
(excluding the volume contribution gΩ0(ρ̂) in (15)) with respect to an increment in the design density














are obtained from (16)-(17), and ∂ρ̂P can be obtained by making use of (19) as
∂ρ̂P (ρ̂(ρ(X)),∇0φ) = p (ρ̂(X))p−1
(
P solid(∇0φ)− P void(∇0φ)
)
. (26)
The mapping field φ and the adjoint state field p can de deduced from the optimality conditions of
the Lagrangian functional L in (24), namely DL[δp] = 0 and DL[δφ] = 0. The field φ is obtained from




∇0δp : P (ρ̂(ρ(X)),∇0φ) dV +
∫
Ω0
f 0 · δp dV +
∫
∂NΩ0
t0 · δp dA = 0, (27)




f 0 · δφ dV +
∫
∂NΩ0
t0 · δφ dA−
∫
Ω0
∇0p : C(ρ̂(ρ(X)),∇0φ) : ∇0δφ dV = 0. (28)
3.2. Classical TO solution strategy
The prototypical computational strategy used to find the solution (at each TO iteration) of the
nonlinear equilibrium equations (i.e. weak form (27)) relies on the use of the Newton-Raphson method in
conjunction with an incremental loading process. This procedure is typically employed until convergence
problems arise (usually in initial and intermediate TO designs). At this juncture, an arc-length technique
is introduced in order to attempt bypassing the onset of instability (buckling) phenomena and facilitate
the convergence of the TO algorithm.
4. A stabilisation methodology for SIMP-based TO
It is well-known that the onset of instability phenomena in density-based methods (i.e. SIMP
method) is due to (i) the development of regions with intermediate densities [11, 16, 33] and (ii) the na-
ture itself of the chosen energy interpolation (13), consisting of a convex combination of the polyconvex
(non-convex) strain energy density of the solid phase (esolid) and the convex strain energy density of the
void phase (evoid). Indeed, in regions with very low densities, the strain energy density of the solid phase
becomes negligible and it is the convex (stable) strain energy density of the void that is dominant. On
the contrary, in intermediate density regions, the polyconvex solid component of the strain energy is
not negligible, making these regions prone to exhibit geometric instabilities due to a combination of two
reasons: (i) the loss of convexity of the strain energy functional of the solid phase and (ii) its weakened
material parameters (which are pre-multiplied by low values of ρ̂(ρ(X))). In regions with high densities
(with ρ̂(ρ(X)) approaching the upper bound 1), the latter reason (ii) stops being a problematic factor.
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Unfortunately, even sophisticated arc-length procedures (Section 3.2) cannot always resolve some of
these instabilities (typically arising in initial and intermediate TO designs), which can ultimately result
in the breakdown or non-convergence of the TO process. It is for this reason that a new approach is
presented in this paper, whereby some of the concepts put forward in [1] in the context of level-set based
TO are borrowed and carefully adapted for SIMP-based TO.
4.1. Proposed incrementally linearised stabilisation methodology
In the case of large deformations, it is customary to solve the nonlinear equilibrium equations in an
incremental manner n = 0 . . . N − 1, being N the maximum number of load increments. The external
forces (f 0 and t0 in (4)) are applied incrementally, their magnitude being controlled by an incremental
load factor λn+1 at a given load increment n+ 1, such that λn+1 = (n+ 1)/N . At load increment n+ 1,
the incremental equilibrium equations can be formulated as
DIVP n+1 + λn+1f 0 = 0; in Ω0;
P n+1N = λn+1t0; on ∂NΩ0;
φ = φ̄; on ∂φΩ0,
(29)
where P n+1 denotes the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor evaluated at load increment n+ 1, which can
be consistently obtained from the strain energy density eSIMP
∣∣
n+1
= eSIMP(ρ̂(ρ(X),∇0φn+1) by using
(8)a.
With the objective of circumventing the numerical difficulties described in Section 3.2 with classical
TO solution strategies, specially during initial and intermediate TO design stages, it seems reason-
able to relax the exact satisfaction of the equilibrium equations [40]. With this in mind, following


















+ P |n : ∇0∆un+1 +
1
2





= eSIMP(ρ̂(ρ(X)),∇0φn) is the interpolated energy at load increment n, and the first
Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor P |n and the fourth order constitutive stress tensor C|n defined as




























is perfectly valid provided that a reasonably small incremental ∆un+1 displacement is un-
dergone within a load increment, which can be easily controlled by the number of user-defined load
increments.
Another important ingredient put forward in [1], also adopted in this work, is the stabilisation of local
instabilities characterised by the loss of positive definiteness of the elasticity tensor (which can result in
the possible development of global instabilities). In order to accomplish this, we employ a regularisation
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(stabilisation) of the elasticity tensor at every load increment n (i.e. Csolid
∣∣
n
in (31)). This is based on
an additive perturbation of Csolid
∣∣
n













; V : Csolidreg
∣∣
n




must be defined such that positive definiteness of the regularised elasticity tensor
at each load increment n, namely Csolidreg
∣∣
n




= (1 + δ)ΓI, (34)








are non-zero. Therefore, the parameter Γ helps stabilise the possible loss of convexity
of the constitutive tensor. As in [1], an iterative bisection algorithm has been implemented in order to
find the minimum value of Γ complying with (33)b. An additional parameter δ ∈ R+ is used in order to
prevent the appearance of possible rigid body motions due to the presence of disconnected parts in the
structure which can potentially arise during the TO process. For all the numerical simulations shown
in this paper, a value δ = 10−3 was used. It is important to emphasise that the regularisation of the
constitutive tensor in Csolidreg
∣∣
n
is a very localised effect which only takes place in very concentrated regions
of the computational domain. Moreover, the amount of stabilisation added is the minimum possible to
ensure the convexity of the global tangent operator (evaluated via the bisection algorithm). This will







in (31), the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P n+1 and the
fourth order elasticity tensor can be obtained by computing the first and second derivatives of eSIMPincr
∣∣
n+1
(30) according to (8) as





















Cn+1 = (ρ̂(X))p Csolidreg
∣∣
n
+ [1− (ρ̂(X))p]Cvoid. (36)
Notice from (35) that the regularised first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P n+1 is linear with respect to
the unknown displacement field un+1. This entails that the original nonlinear equilibrium equations are
transformed into an approximate linear set for each load increment. Hence, the use of a Newton-Raphson
method is not needed to solve (29).
Remark 2. An alternative manner to guarantee structural stability is the incorporation of buckling
constraints within the optimisation problem [41]. However, the complexity and computational effort
associated with this formulation is dramatically increased. Typically the buckling constraint is math-
ematically formulated as an eigenvalue problem on the (potentially very large) global stiffness matrix
of the overall structure [41]. In addition, artificial instabilities induced by intermediate density regions
need to be filtered out [41]. In this sense, the incrementally linearised regularisation TO formulation
described above can be seen as a very efficient computationally alternative.
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4.2. An incrementally linearised stabilisation TO solution strategy
In this strategy, the numerical approach described above is applied for all load increments from λ0 = 0
to λN = 1 for every TO iteration
7. Therefore, both pre- and post-buckling regions are approximated by
means of the incrementally linearised stabilisation approach. As an interesting by-product, the use of a
Newton-Raphson algorithm is completely circumvented, resulting in a very competitive algorithm from








State equations (1), (29) at every load increment n = 0 . . . N − 1;
Regularised constitutive model: (18), (30) and (33);
Volume constraint gΩ0(ρ̂) (15);
0 ≤ ρ(X) ≤ 1.
(37)
Associated with the minimisation problem (37), the following regularised Lagrangian functional Lreg
can be introduced8




where each of the regularised Lagrangian functionals Lregn+1 at every load increment n+ 1 is defined as
Lregn+1(ρ,φn+1,pn+1) =
{
Π(ρ,φn+1,pn+1) if n+ 1 < N






∇0pn+1 : P n+1 dV + λn+1
(∫
Ω0
f 0 · p dV +
∫
∂NΩ0
t0 · p dA
)
, (40)
where Π(ρ,φn+1,pn+1) represents the weak form of the equilibrium system (29) at every load increment
n+ 1 and pn+1, the adjoint state at load increment n+ 1. The directional derivative of the regularised










∇0pn+1 : ∂ρ̂P n+1Dρ̂[∆ρ]. (41)
Furthermore, ∂ρ̂P n+1 can be obtained making use of (35) as



















7Importantly, the performance of the final design at λN = 1 is always tested at a post-processing stage with the classical
TO strategy in Section 3.2, ensuring thus the exact satisfaction of the equilibrium equations for the final TO stage.
8Although not explicitly shown in the Lagrangian functional (38), the volume constraint gΩ0(ρ̂) in (15) is enforced by
means of the MMA method [39].
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The mapping field φn+1 and the adjoint state field pn+1 can de deduced from the optimality conditions
of the Lagrangian functional Lreg in (39), namely DLreg[δpn+1] = 0 and DLreg[δφn+1] = 0. The field










f 0 · δpn+1 dV +
∫
∂NΩ0












∇0pn+1 : Cn+1 : ∇0δφn+1 dV = 0. if n+ 1 < N∫
Ω0
f 0 · δφn+1 dV +
∫
∂NΩ0




∇0pn+1 : Cn+1 : ∇0δφn+1 dV = 0 if n+ 1 = N
(44)
From (44), it is possible to observe that the adjoint state pn+1 vanishes for all load increments except
for the last, i.e. pn+1 = 0 (if n+ 1 < N). Hence, the descent direction in (45) reduces to
DLreg[∆ρ] = DLregN [∆ρ] = −
∫
Ω0
∇0pN : ∂ρ̂PNDρ̂[∆ρ]. (45)
4.3. A hybrid TO solution strategy
In this strategy, within a given TO iteration, the classical TO solution strategy (refer to Section 3.2)
is used until a critical point (before the ultimate design load is attained) arises (i.e. λn+1 = λcr < 1).
From this instant onwards λn+1 ∈ (λcr, 1], a switch is made to the incrementally linearised regularisation
TO solution strategy (refer to Section 4.1).
This hybrid TO solution strategy is particularly suitable towards the end of the TO process, when
the current structural design is mostly devoid from intermediate density regions or, equivalently, when
the updated contrast parameter β in (17) reaches a sufficiently large value, yielding a sharper density
projection. At this TO design stage, when the physical density approaches its lower and upper bounds
(0 and 1, respectively), it seems physically reasonable to demand a higher accuracy in the satisfaction
of the equilibrium equations (at least in the pre-instability or pre-buckling region) and classical TO
solution strategies should be used. Naturally, for final designs completely devoid of structural buckling,
the hybrid TO solution strategy will nor require making use of the switch and the classical TO solution
strategy can be used for the entire loading process.
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5. Numerical examples
The objective of this Section is to demonstrate the performance and applicability of the two new TO
methodologies presented above for a series of problems of interest. Specifically: (i) the incrementally
linearised stabilisation TO solution strategy in Section 4.2 (Reg-TO strategy) and (ii) the hybrid TO
solution strategy in Section 4.3 (Hybrid-TO strategy). Notice that the classical TO solution strategy
shown in Section 3.2 was not found robust enough to conclude the TO process for the challenging ex-
amples analysed and, hence, its results are not included. Three classical two-dimensional plane stress
benchmark examples will be thoroughly studied before presenting a large scale three-dimensional ex-
ample. For all the examples presented, the standard approach (arc-length or Newton-Raphson) did not
converge. The Hybrid-TO approach only adds stabilisation at intermediate TO iterations, where the
standard approach does not converge. The Reg-TO approach is merely presented as a very efficient
(computationally time-wise) alternative that can potentially be used in TO. The performance of all the
final designs obtained by means of both Hybrid-TO and Reg-TO has been tested at a postprocess-
ing stage without adding any source of artificial stiffness. Specifically, an arc-length Newton-Raphson
method has been employed in conjunction with a ratio of the material parameters for void and solid
regions of 10−12. The performance of some of the designs is also shown well-beyond the design load just
for display purposes.
5.1. Numerical example 1
The objectives of this example are
• O1 To test the performance of both Reg-TO and Hybrid-TO strategies for the so-called MBB
problem [14], a classical problem in the field of Topology Optimisation, but presented in this case
for a scenario with extremely large deformations.
• O2 To study the effect of the numerical stabilisation in the overall behaviour of the final structural
design.
• O3 To study the effect on the accuracy of the number of load increments in the pre- and post-
buckling regimes.
The geometry and boundary conditions for the problem are displayed in Figure 2 and the geometrical
parameters, material properties, material parameters and simulation parameters are included in Table
1. Figure 3 shows the designs obtained with the Reg-TO and Hybrid-TO approaches for various
design loads. The number of load increments used for the Reg-TO approach is N = 30 (for all loading
scenarios). In addition, the Hybrid-TO approach has been employed for all TO iterations (with the
number of load increments beyond the onset of the critical point computed based on a pro-rata basis
with respect to N = 30).
The use of the Hybrid-TO approach for all TO iterations is not necessarily the most efficient
strategy. As it will be shown later in the examples, it is preferable to start with the Reg-TO approach
for the initial and intermediate TO iterations and only use the Hybrid-TO strategy towards the end of
the TO design process, as this saves a considerable amount of computational time without jeopardising
the quality of the final design. In any case, and for completeness, we advocate only in this example for
the use of the Hybrid-TO strategy throughout the entire TO process.
The designs obtained by means of both strategies are qualitatively very similar and this also translates
into a similar performance in terms of overall compliance. Figure 3 also displays the equilibrium paths
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Figure 2: Numerical example 1. Boundary conditions.
Table 1: Numerical example 1. Material properties (see (7)), material parameters in (6) and simulation parameters.
Geometrical parameters L 1 m Material Properties E|0 1 Pa
h 0.33 m ν|0 0.4
t 0.1 m
Material Parameters µ1 0.357 Pa Simulation Parameters Nx 180
µ2 0 Pa Ny 60
λ 1.429 Pa V ∗ 0.4 · V0
of the final designs: green line for Hybrid-TO and red line for Reg-TO. It is worth emphasising that
the equilibrium paths have been obtained at a post-processing level, using an arc-length and, hence,
ensuring that no artificial stiffness is introduced. The vertical axis displays the absolute value of the
applied force P (with the design load represented with a blue horizontal line) and the horizontal axis
shows the absolute value of the displacement along the direction of the applied force and at its point
of application. As it can be observed, in most figures (except Figure 3b), the value of the displacement
attained for the prescribed design load value is extremely similar.
Figure 3b (refer to equilibrium path) is the only one where Reg-TO yields a larger value of the
displacement for the prescribed design load. In this case, the design experiences a softening near the
design load (at around 90% of its value) and the remaining 3 load increments are used to approximate
the softening part of the equilibrium path via the Taylor series expansion (30). This small number of
load increments is not enough taking into account the important variations in stiffness that occur during
this softening region and thus a much greater number of load increments would be advisable. As a result,
it is in these sort of scenarios, that we propose the use of a continuation strategy, whereby following the
design obtained with the Reg-TO strategy, this is used as initial seed to launch a (quickly convergent)
second TO phase resorting to the Hybrid-TO strategy, with initial value for the parameter β in (17)
the outcome of the previous Reg-TO phase.
In Figures 4a,b,c, the final designs corresponding to the first and second stages of this continuation
TO process are shown overlapped. Clearly, the second TO stage leads to an extremely similar design to
that of the first TO stage. Indeed, the only design difference lies in the increased thickness of the upper
structural joints. However, this slight modification is sufficient to give a final design stable for the design
load (see Figures 4d,e). Finally, Figure 4f shows the equilibrium paths for the design obtained after the
first TO stage (red line) and for that obtained after the second TO stage (blue line). The equilibrium
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Figure 3: Numerical example 1. Optimal designs obtained by means of Hybrid-TO and Reg-TO strategies for loads:
P = {0.5, 5.85, 11.2, 16, 22, 27, 32, 43} × 10−5. Equilibrium paths for both strategies obtained by means of an arc-length
without adding artificial stabilisation.
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From this point onwards, both designs behave very differently. The red line shows a softening response
of the structure beyond this point, followed by an intricate equilibrium path after the third squared
sign. On the other hand, the blue line shows a practically constant stiffening of the structure up to the
design load, which is almost coincident with the critical point.
(a)
Reg-TO Reg-TO & Hybrid-TO
(b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4: Numerical example 1. (a) Overlapped optimal designs obtained by means of Reg-TO (black-shadowed) and
when continuated with Hybrid-TO (grey shadowed). (b)-(c) optimal designs obtained by means of Reg-TO and when
continuated with Hybrid-TO; (d)-(e) Deformed configuration and pressure contour plot distribution for designs obtained
with both approaches at the design load. (f) Equilibrium paths for designs in Figure 3b. Red line corresponds to design
obtained by means of Reg-TO. Blue line corresponds to design obtained by means of Reg-TO and continuated with
Hybrid-TO. Equilibrium paths obtained by means of arc-length without adding any source of artificial stiffness. The
yellow horizontal dashed-line corresponds with the design load.
Figure 5 shows the deformed configurations and contour plot distributions of the hydrostatic pressure
p9 for the optimum designs obtained with Reg-TO and Hybrid-TO strategies for design loads P =
{0.5, 5.85, 11.2, 16, 22, 27, 32, 43} × 10−5, where a reasonable agreement is observed between both TO
strategies.
Finally, in order to address objective O2, Figure 6 illustrates the contour plot distribution of the
dimensionless stabilisation indicator s, defined as
s = || ∆Creg|n ||/|| C|0 ||, (46)
9The hydrostatic pressure, computed as p = 13 tr(JPF
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Figure 5: Numerical example 1. Contour plot distribution of the hydrostatic pressure p associated with the designs
obtained in Figure 3 for values of P = {0.5, 5.85, 11.2, 16, 22, 27, 32, 43}×10−5 (from left to right), using Hybrid-TO and
Reg-TO strategies.
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where ∆Creg|n represents the stabilising part of the regularised elasticity tensor (34) and C|0 denotes the
elasticity tensor in the origin (i.e. F = I). Hence, the indicator s is a relative measure of the amount of
stabilisation required with respect to the elasticity tensor in the origin. The first configuration displayed
in Figure 6 corresponds to 83.3% of the design load, and it coincides with the first squared sign on the red
line equilibrium path in Figure 4f . For this load, a peak value for the stabilisation indicator of s = 0.14
is obtained at the upper left corner of the structure, being practically zero elsewhere. This perfectly
showcases that the stabilisation acts locally only, where positive definiteness of the elasticity tensor is
compromised. Hence, stabilisation is restricted to the regions where it is strictly necessary. The three
remaining configurations shown in the Figure correspond to larger values of the applied design load. In
these cases, local instabilities start developing. Clearly, the stabilisation indicator only is activated in
these (unstable) areas, reaching higher peak values of s and remaining practically zero elsewhere.
Figure 6: Numerical example 1. Relative stabilisation indicator s in (46) for different values of the external applied load
for design obtained with Reg-TO strategy.
In addition, Figure 7 shows the spherical parametrisation of the non-stabilised elasticity tensor C|n








and (34)) are also displayed. For a spherically parametrised vector U , spherically parametrised elasticity
tensor C(C) is defined as
C(C) = A : C : A; A = FU ⊗U ; U =
[
sin β cosα sin β sinα cos β
]T
, (47)
with 0 ≤ β ≤ 2π and 0 ≤ α ≤ π. Notice that as this example is (plane stress) two-dimensional, for
the sake of visualisation, we have re-constructed the three-dimensional elasticity tensor. This can be
done by noting that the three-dimensional deformation gradient tensor F can be defined in terms of the








where λ3 is the solution of the plane stress condition (the reader is referred to [1] for a detailed review
of plane stress in the context of polyconvex elasticity). It is worth noticing that the isotropic nature
of the stabilisation proposed in equation (34) yields a spherical shape for the shear modulus associated



























In order to address objective O3, we first consider the design obtained in Figure 3f , which exhibits a
very nonlinear equilibrium path in the pre-buckling regime, comprising an initial zone with low stiffness
followed by a stiffening prior to the limit point. We will analyse this design using the incrementally
linearised stabilised (Reg-TO) approach described throughout Section 4.2 for different values of the
number of load increments. The applied load corresponds to the design load. In order to evaluate the
accuracy of this methodology in the pre-buckling regime, the relative error of the vertical displacement






where ual represents the displacement in the same point obtained by means of the arc-length method
(true physical displacement). Clearly, despite the clear non-linearity of the equilibrium path, 30 load
increments yield a relative error of 4%, which is acceptable from the engineering standpoint. As expected,
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the error decreases as the number of load increments increases (see Figure 8a).
It is also important to observe the joint effect of the number of load increments and the stabilisation
in the post-buckling regime. For that, we consider the design in Figure 3b and a value of the applied
load considerably higher than the design load and that the limit point. From Figure 8b, as the number
of load increments increases, the stabilised equilibrium path tends to a horizontal line (a negative slope
is prevented by the stabilisation). Interestingly, once the true equilibrium path (obtained by means of
the arc-length method, see black curve on the same figure) reaches a value above the limit point for the
second time, the stabilised equilibrium paths tend to coincide with the true physical equilibrium path
as the number of load increments is increased (see zoomed detail in Figure 8b).
30 50 100 150 200 250 300


















Figure 8: Numerical example 1. (a) Relative error of the vertical displacement at the application of the nodal load
obtained by means of the incremental (Reg-TO) approach vs number of load increments for design in Figure 3f for the
corresponding design load (b) Variation of the post-buckling regime with the number of load increments for the design in
Figure 3b.
It is important to emphasise that the post-buckling regime in Figure 8b has been obtained for a
final design, i.e. when densities are extremely close to either 1 or 0. In this scenario, it is possible
to obtain the true equilibrium path by means of the arc-length method. However, in the presence
of intermediate densities, namely, at the initial and intermediate stages of the optimisation process,
artificial instabilities pose a serious limitation for the robust application of the arc-length method, thus
justifying the application of our stabilised approach. In this scenario, i.e. in the presence of intermediate
densities, even the application of displacement control (application of Dirichlet boundary conditions
instead of Neumann), does not preclude the development of artificial instabilities associated with these
densities, hence, displacement control cannot be expected to yield the required robustness, specially in
the context of very large deformations/displacements shown throughout Figure 8.
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5.2. Numerical example 2
The objective of this example is:
• O1 To test the performance of the Reg-TO stragey in the Cantilever Beam problem [11, 16],
a classical problem in Topology Optimisation, but analysed in the context of extremely large
deformations.
The geometry and boundary conditions are displayed in Figure 9 and the geometrical parameters,
material properties, material parameters and simulation parameters are shown in Table 2.
Figure 9: Numerical example 2. Geometry and boundary conditions.
Table 2: Numerical example 2. Material properties (see (7)), material parameters in (6) and simulation parameters.
Geometrical parameters L 1 m Material Properties E|0 1 Pa
h 0.25 m ν|0 0.4
t 0.1 m
Material Parameters µ1 0.357 Pa Simulation Parameters Nx 240
µ2 0 Pa Ny 60
λ 1.429 Pa V ∗ 0.4 · V0
Figure 10 shows the designs obtained with Reg-TO for various design loads. The number of load
increments was N = 30 for all the cases. Figure 10 also displays the equilibrium paths associated
with these designs. It is worth emphasising that the equilibrium paths have been obtained at a post-
processing level, using an arc-length and hence, ensuring that no artificial stiffness is introduced. In the
equilibrium paths, the vertical axis displays the absolute value of the applied force P (with the design
load represented with a blue horizontal line) and the horizontal axis shows the absolute value of the
displacement along the direction of the applied force and at its point of application. In all cases, the
optimum designs do not exhibit limit points or softening prior to the design load, which is why a second
stage TO phase by means of Hybrid-TO (see previous Section 5.1) has not been necessary.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the deformed configurations and contour plot distributions of the hydrostatic
pressure p (pressure in the sequel) for the optimum designs obtained. It is worth noticing how the
evolution of the designs (for increasing values of the design load) leads to extremely simplified topologies
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Figure 10: Numerical example 2. Optimal designs obtained with Reg-TO for loads: P = {0.27, 0.9, 6.7, 12, 18, 23, 35, 40}×












(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 11: Numerical example 3. Contour plot distribution of the hydrostataic pressure p associated with the designs
obtained in Figure 10 for values of P = {0.27, 0.9, 6.7, 12, 18, 23, 35, 40} × 10−5 (from left to right) with Reg-TO.
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5.3. Numerical example 3
The objective of this example is:
• O1 To test the performance of Reg-TO in another interesting problem in Topology Optimisation,
named here as the two loads example [1].
The geometry and boundary conditions for this benchmark problem are displayed in Figure 12 and
the geometrical parameters, material properties, material parameters and simulation parameters are
shown in Table 3.
Figure 12: Numerical example 3. Geometry and boundary conditions.
Table 3: Numerical example 3. Material properties (see (7)), material parameters in (6) and simulation parameters.
Geometrical parameters L 1 m Material Properties E|0 1 Pa
h 0.25 m ν|0 0.4
t 0.1 m
Material Parameters µ1 0.357 Pa Simulation Parameters Nx 240
µ2 0 Pa Ny 60
λ 1.429 Pa V ∗ 0.4 · V0
Figure 13 shows the designs obtained with Reg-TO for various design loads. The number of load
increments was N = 30 for all load cases. Figure 13 also displays the equilibrium paths associated with
these designs, obtained in a similar manner to those in the previous examples. Clearly, the designs
corresponding to figures 13d,e,g exhibit a critical point prior to the design load. The reason for this is
analogous to that previously explained in the numerical example in Section 5.1.
Using as initial guess these designs, we apply as in Section 5.1, the same continuation technique,
where the Reg-TO stage is followed by a Hybrid-TO stage. Figure 14 compares the designs obtained
after application of this continuation technique. Finally, Figure 15 shows the contour plot distributions
of the hydrostatic pressure p corresponding to the designs in Figure 13d,e,g, where those with critical
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Figure 13: Numerical example 3. Optimal designs obtained by means of Reg-TO strategy for loads: P =



































Figure 14: Numerical example 3. First row: designs obtained with Reg-TO. Second row: designs obtained by means
of continuation method, namely, Reg-TO followed by Hybrid-TO. Third row: comparison of the performance of both
designs. Cases corresponding to design loads P = {23, 33, 54} × 10−5N , namely, designs in Figures 13d, 13e and 13g,
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 15: Numerical example 3. Contour plot distribution of the hydrostatic pressure p associated with the designs
obtained in Figure 13 for values of P = {0.5, 1, 9, 23, 33, 43, 54, 76} × 10−5N (from left to right), with Reg-TO and with
continuation technique (Reg-TO followed by Hybrid-TO for (d), (e) and (g)).
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5.4. Numerical example 4
The objective of this example is:
• O1 To demonstrate the applicability and potential of the methodology described in Section 4 to
the case of large scale three-dimensional problems.
The geometry and boundary conditions for this example are displayed in Figure 16 and the geo-
metrical parameters, material properties, material parameters and simulation parameters are shown in
Table 4.
/2
Figure 16: Numerical example 4. Geometry and boundary conditions. Only half of the domain in the X direction
represented (symmetric boundary conditions displayed at X = 0), αx = 0.05 and αy = 0.2.
Table 4: Numerical example 4. Material properties (see (7)), material parameters in (6) and simulation parameters.
Geometrical parameters L 1 m Material Properties E|0 1 Pa
h 0.25 m ν|0 0.4
b 0.1 m
Material Parameters µ1 0.357 Pa Simulation Parameters Nx 240
µ2 0 Pa Ny 60
λ 1.429 Pa Nz 60
V ∗ 0.4 · V0
Figure 17 shows two zoomed-in details of the optimum design obtained with Reg-TO (employing
N = 30 load increments) and using a posteriori Hybrid-TO as a continuation technique. Finally,
Figure 18 shows the contour plot distribution of the hydrostatic pressure p for the optimum design.
It is worth noticing how in this example, subjected to very large deformations and displacements, the
final design manages to transfer the load from the compressed regions (in blue, associated with negative
values of p) to the tractioned (in red, associated with positive values of p) horizontal slab.
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Figure 17: Numerical example 4. Optimum design zoomed details.
Figure 18: Numerical example 4. Contour plot distribution of hydrostatic pressure p.
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6. Concluding remarks
Inspired by the work in [1], this paper presents a computational approach for SIMP-based Topology
Optimisation (TO) of hyperelastic materials at large strains. Through a series of challenging numerical
examples, both in two and three dimensions, the paper demonstrates that the methodology put forward
in [1], initially devised to alleviate numerical instabilities inherent to level-set TO, can be effectively
modified and adapted to the case of SIMP-based TO. The methodology is shown to be successful
at circumventing convergence difficulties due to the presence of intermediate density regions during
intermediate TO design stages. The new computational approach seeks the relaxation of the original
optimisation Lagrangian by combining the following two key features: (i) the equilibrium equations are
solved approximately albeit in a consistently linearised incremental fashion, splitting the total design
load in N (user-defined) load increments; (ii) at each load increment, the elasticity tensor is locally
regularised preventing its loss of positive definiteness and, hence, that of the tangent operator. Crucially,
the performance of all the designs obtained in the numerical examples Section has been tested at a
postprocessing stage without adding any source of artificial stiffness. Specifically, an arc-length Newton-
Raphson method has been employed in conjunction with a ratio of the material parameters for void and
solid regions of 10−12.
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